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Company with a management system certified by DNV GL = UNI EN ISO 9001 = UNI EN ISO 45001. The data in this sheet are indicative and, because it is not 
possible to check the methods and conditions of use of the product, the company cannot accept any responsibility.

 COD. 6660I
Carbotex jointing

Description
High quality jointings sheets made of carbon and aramid 
fibres bound with NBR based elastomer binder. Excellent 
heat resistance and excellent flexibility to ease the cutting.
Applications
For medium to higher loadings, Excellent for steam & 
alkalies, Chemical & petrochemical industries, Pulp, Pa-
per etc. The material maintains a tight sealing even in 
case of fire and it is therefore also recommended for use 
with flammable and pollutant fluids.

Characteristics

Colour black

Surface finish  anti-stick 1 side

Density 1,70-2,00 g/cm3

Temperature limits*:
- maximum peak temperature
- max. in continuous operation

450°C
350°C

Maximum operating pressure 100 kg/cm2 (98 bar)

Compressibility ASTM F36A 7 ÷ 15%

Recovery > 50%

Residual sterss to
300°C (16 hours) DIN 52913
175°C (16 hours) DIN 52913

20 N/mm2

30 N/mm2

Tensile strength Acc. ASTM F 152 (across grain)
- Acc. a ASTM F 152 / Acc. to ASTM F 152
- Acc. a DIN 52910 / Acc. to DIN 52910

> 8 N/mm2

> 6 N/mm2

Sealability against nitrogen  (30N/mm2, 40 bar, 20°C) < 0,5 cm3/min 

Fluid absorption - ASTM F146
in oil ASTM N°3
- increase in mass
- increase in thickness

< 10%
< 8%

Fluid absorption - ASTM F146 
in fuel ASTM B
- increase in mass
- increase in thickness

< 10%
< 7%

Fluid absorption - ASTM F146 
in water/antifreeze
- increase in mass
- increase in thickness

< 10%
< 7%

Ignition loss DIN 52911 < 30%
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*  Temperature and operating pressure limits should not occur simultaneously. 
Furthermore, they depend on a variety of factors (state of joints, dimensions, 
tightening, thermal shock or mechanical stress) and as such are given only as 
a guide. The data in this sheet illustrates the typical characteristics of the pro-
duct, but they should not be understood as elements of a guarantee.

Suitable area

Suitable area, but technical advice for steam is recommended

Area in which technical advice is required


